
You are coming from a country where the coronavirus is still circulating actively:  
follow these rules to avoid spreading it in France. 

You have taken a Covid-19 screening test 
within 3 days prior to boarding.

The result was:

The result is:

Le résultat est :

NOYES

Get a screening test  
as soon as possible on arrival.  

You may then be placed in 
fourteen-day quarantine  

while waiting for the results.

You may be placed  
in isolation  
so as not to  

endanger others.

You may move  
around freely  

in France 
while respecting 

shielding measures.

Negative

negativepositive

Unavailable
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FOR THE ATTENTION OF TRAVELERS

0 800 130 000GOUVERNEMENT.FR/INFO-CORONAVIRUS

These measures do not apply to children under the age of 11.

If you have symptoms, see a doctor 
or if you have breathing difficulties dial 15



COVID-19
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Wash your hands  
regularly or use  

hydro-alcoholic gel

Maintain a distance of at least 
one metre from others

Wear a mask when it is not possible  
to respect one-metre distancing  

and in all places where it is 
compulsory

Greet without shaking hands  
and do not embrace others

Cough or sneeze into your  
elbow or a tissue

Blow your nose on a disposable 
tissue and throw it away

Avoid touching  
your face

For everyone’s protection, respect shielding gestures.

Screening: 
- in case of symptoms or if you have any doubts,  
go to the screening checkpoint at the airport (follow the signs).

Fourteen-day quarantine or isolation:
Stay in one place:

  At home if you have accommodation that allows you  
to isolate yourself from people sharing your home   
(especially if they are in a vulnerable health category).

   In specific accommodation if you do not have a home address  
or if your accommodation is not suitable.
• Fourteen-day quarantine: limit your outings to your basic needs.
•  Isolation: respect stricter hygiene measures and avoid  

all contact with other people.
•  Wear a mask if you go out  

or if you are with another person.

If possible, download the “StopCovid” application.  
You will be notified in the event of close contact  
with a connected person suffering from Covid-19.
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